“He was amazing. His
insights were so clear and
obvious after he discussed
them with us, but made a
huge impact on how we
designed our kitchen as no
one else had made these
comments/had these
ideas.”
- Ryan Eddingfield

2 HOUR BATH DESIGN PACKAGE
All Successful Remodeling Projects
Start with a Great Design!
Read the client reviews on the side bar. They all started out talking to
other companies that offered free design and estimates before they found
me and bought this Design Package. They did not get the answers
(knowledge) they needed from the freebies. The greatest fear we all have
when making any large investment, is of making a mistake and wasting or
losing our money. Knowledge dissolves fear and turns it into confidence.
This Design Package is your crash course to moving forward with
confidence and understanding. A small price to pay to protect your big
investment.
First and foremost, you will learn how to make your bathroom function
and look better, no matter how big or small. Second, you will learn the
pros and cons of all the material options you will face. We will give you
the real pros and cons we have learned over our 4 decades in business, not
the sales pitch of manufactures or showroom personnel.
Winner of over 20 National Design Awards
Numerous Projects Published Nationally
CSLB licensed: B-1, C-6, & C-54 #500310
Get the answers you need.
Call us today, you will be glad you did!

“Everyone else we have
spoken to has tried to sell
us something, or talk us
into something without
regard for what is best for
us. They have either been
salesmen with limited nuts
and bolts construction
knowledge, or construction
people with little design
experience who want us to
talk to an architect. Your
knowledge of the process
from start to finish was
very welcome.”
- Charles Weiss
“Without exception, we
highly recommend Dan
Nesovic. His knowledge
and experience in design
and construction and his
patience in guiding us
through this remodel were
outstanding.”
- Charles & Pam
McPherron

See More Reviews Here

619-462-1077
Dan@DNDB.info
www.DNDB.info
By Appointment Only
Serving San Diego
Since 1977

Most clients are amazed at how much we get done in this two-hour consultation. If you can prepare for the
consultation with the steps I outline below, it will maximize the effectiveness of our time together.

WHAT YOU GET:


You will get an education few others can offer and will know what you want to do and why by the time
we are done.



If your bathroom project is simple or small in nature, I will send you a dimensioned floor plan a few
days after our meeting.



This floor plan with your material choices, can be used by any professional to more accurately estimate
your project.



You will move forward with clarity and confidence.



If your project is larger or more complicated, requiring a complete spacial study of the area with
multiple plans to consider, you will be given the option to upgrade to a 5-hour package.

YOUR TO-DO LIST TO PREPARE FOR OUR MEETING:
1. Tell me how long you plan to live in the home. In today’s economy, when clients tell me they are
only planning to live in a house for 5 years’ maximum, I tell them to just paint or do something very
small! Why? The economy is not what it was prior to 2008. Back then, a kitchen or bath remodel
would make you a profit if you sold your home the day we finished work. Today, I can safely say, you
will not get your money back on a major remodel of your kitchen or bath, in the short term, due to
changes in the appraisal process.
2. Make a prioritized list of all you want to accomplish with the remodel. I need to know what
is most important down to the least important. Remodeling is often a process of designing to get the
most out of the inherent limitations all existing homes have, while staying within your budget. Include
questions you have that you could not find answers for on my web site. You will find answers to many
of your questions there.
3. Tell me your budget! Most people are afraid to do this because they think buying a remodel project
is a game and in divulging their budget they may lose the game. A good designer will design to your
budget and give you material options or alternate plans to keep the project affordable to you.
Designing with no budget in mind, most often leads to great disappointment and a lot of wasted time
and money.
4. Put together an idea book of cabinets, counters, plumbing fixtures, and bath pictures
that you really like for any reason. It will give me an insight into how to create a space that will
capture the feelings those pictures induce. The photos can and often are very different. That is OK. I
will try to understand and educate you, what the common elements may be that please you.
Houzz.com is a great resource to do this. You can create an idea book in Houzz for your project then
send me a link to it in an email.
My web site is an educational site, not a marketing site. It has answers to many of the most
often asked questions about counter tops, cabinets, and remodeling. Take some time and read
through the sites main pages and blog before our meeting, and email me the information
outlined above so I can prepare and our meeting is as productive as possible.
More Questions? Email us at Contact@DNDB.info or visit us at: www.DNDB.info or Call: 619-462-1077

